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Abstract— Several real time cloud services are required by 

the clients while moving on vehicles. Providing such 

services efficiently means coping up with issues like delay 

and delay jitter. Various new technologies are being used 

nowadays in order to provide such services efficiently. 

Networked fog centers comprising of fog nodes is one such 

technology wherein energy efficiency is guaranteed with 

resource scheduling saving energy. Users who move on road 

on their vehicles are generally in need of various 

entertainment services. With the insight of delivering such 

services Fog computing has been devised. Fog computing 

comprises of networked fog centers with fog nodes. The 

deployment of a fog based center is done on an edge located 

device that can be anything like a gateway device. Energy 

efficiency can only be integrated in these nodes with the 

help of resource scheduling. An energy efficient adaptive 

resource scheduler is devised. The prominent features of the 

scheduler are that, it’s adaptive nature and capability of 

providing hard Quality of service guarantees. The main 

work of the designed scheduler is to effectively tune traffic 

from both input as well as output. Resource reconfiguration 

and consolidation are done and the performance is compared 

with some of the modern schedulers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the rising number of devices on cloud computing, 

getting data in and out of cloud has become harder. It is 

indeed inevitable nowadays that this enormous storage and 

processing be carried out on an edge based device. The 

deployment takes place somewhere between the actual data 

center and the handheld device. The major functionalities of 

fog computing include location based servicing, wide 

deployable area, perceptive location mapping, scalability 

and reduced consumption of energy. 

Fog center nodes are equipped with solar batteries. 

This is the main reason for it being able to conserve energy 

compared to other recent techniques. Several types of issues 

like instantaneous rate of jitter and delay can be overcome to 

a suitable extent by making use of these fog based nodes 

which in turn is able to significantly reduce the bandwidth. 

II. MANAGEMENT OF RESOURCES 

The efficacy of a fog node is dependent on the allocation of 

resources available. Client’s requirement vary depending on 

scenario and this needs to be taken in concern for effectively 

assigning resources.This includes the time and energy spent 

in scheduling the resources. The problems like over-

provisioning and under-provisioning also needs to be 

overcome.  

Resource management generally comprises the following 

areas[5], 

1) Application mounting and distribution 

2) Localized resource scheduling 

3) Resource  stereotyping based on demand 

4) Workload supervision 

5) Resource rating and profit expansion 

6) Large-scale scheduling of  resources 

7) Resource utilization assessment 

In section III the description about the problems in 

data center resource management are discussed. In section 

IV the modules are presented. In section V the energy 

performance is analysed and finally in section VI and VII, 

the conclusion and future scope are presented respectively. 

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

Most of the research work in data center is mainly observant 

on managing resources efficiently on an Infrastructure as a 

Service Model by making use of techniques like 

virtualization and consolidation of virtual machines. 

Moreover, several of the communication plus computing 

rigorous functionalities like infotainment applications, real 

time coding and decoding of videos etc are not supported by 

existing data centers.  

Data centers generally use a large amount of 

power.One of the criterion for an efficient data center is its 

capability to reduce the consumption of power.  So we go 

for fog centers which are capable of quickly adapting to the 

abrupt changes in the input workload as well as they can 

handle the timing related instability by making hard bounds 

on the job-oriented delay. 

Thus a necessity has arisen wherein the allotting of 

resources should take place dynamically while keeping in 

mind the changing nature of time dependent workload, thus 

enabling the observation of the total energy consumed in the 

network fog centers[2].Therefore a novel approach to 

manage the energy efficacy of networked fog centers is 

deviced. The approach works by adapting to the active 

server count at run time and thereby allocating the workload 

to the availability ratio.  

IV. MODULES 

The modules in this work are, 

1) Fog centre creation 

2) Intra fog communication 

3) Resource configuration 

4) Resource consolidation 

5) Adaptive scheduler implementation 
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A. Fog center creation 

Fog centers are the basis for the rapidly developing 

Information technology industrial growth which are suitable 

for being operational without any timing constraints. 

This critical nature of network fog centers are 

thoroughly explained with the help of the following 

phenomenon, 

The support required for extensive diversified 

application scenarios starting with applications that need 

few seconds to run to those that need to run unceasingly. 

The continual escalating need for services ranging 

from compute, storage and massive processing required by 

big enterprise applications. 

As a result of these two needs, Fog nodes are 

created with the motive of saving energy and make the 

above two phenomenon come into being. 

1) Vehicular cloud architecture 

The basic architecture is incorporated in such a way that the 

vehicular network along the road side can efficiently 

connect with the cloud. Based on the type of architecture 

handled ,the  ports may ,consist of one or more interface 

cards.The i-th RSU is generally made up of two ports for 

communication namely port1 and 2. The ports support full-

duplex functioning. Based on the standards developed for 

communication ,the frequencies that can be used for carrier 

settings are the 5.9 GHz frequency bands[4]. Furthermore, 

we can forecast that the frequency spectrum allocated may 

scale upto 75 MHz from the current 25 MHz being used.  

A significant number of Road Side Units(RSU) are 

established on the road such that they are at a distance of D 

which is expressed as 2R.Every unit is capable of serving a 

particular area and, 

1) Function as a Relay node for the internet and cloud 

2) Play the role of a cloudlet with computational 

functionality 

3) Operate as an application provider for the vehicular 

clients presently within the area served 

The model in figure 1 is capable of operating at the 

Middleware layer .The fog center includes M servers. Each 

physical server is equipped with a Virtual Machine Manager 

(i.e., a hypervisor) and hosts multiple VMs.  

 
Fig. 1: Vehicular cloud architecture 

B. Intra Fog Communication 

In Internet virtualized fog centers, every unit of processing 

is aware of its own resources and  allocates task based on  a 

fitness value.When a fresh job request is submitted from the 

Cloud providers to the virtualized cloud which contains 

virtualized networked data center (VNetDC), the resource 

controller dynamically performs both admission control and 

provisioning of the available virtual resources .  

Figure 1 reports the core blocks of the layers of the observed 

VNetDC.  

Every node in the fog network is composed of: 

An admission control server (ACS or adaptive load 

dispatcher) 

1) An input buffer of size N1 

2) An output queue of size N0  

3) A reconfigurable computing cloud managed by the 

virtual machine manager (VMM) and the related 

switched virtual LAN 

4) An adaptive controller  

5) The mobile end-to-end TCP/IP connection 

C. Resource Configuration 

Let S(t) be the virtual machines which are kept ON at 

interval t. The slots for both configuration as well as 

consolidation are interleaved accordingly. Particularly 

during every slot interval the turned ON and turned OFF 

VM’s are not changed and their respective server 

configurations remain intact. 

Conversely, it does the following reconfiguration actions  

1) Manage of the input and output flows 

2) Transfer of the tasks and processing rates to the turned-

ON VMs. 

Hence, after representing by: 

(1.1) 

the size of the workload which is drained by the 

input queue, the resource reconfiguration problem to be 

afforded at slot t is formulated. The objective function in 

problem is in common weighted linear combination of the 

per-slot total energy consumption and the goodput of the 

TCP/IP vehicular connection. 

D. Resource Consolidation 

Let TCN={t0,t1...} be the set of consolidation slot indexes. By 

design, at every consolidation slot TCN, the scheduler 

updates the collection of the turned ON and turned OFF 

machines and thereafter, turns ON or OFF the analogous 

physical servers. Subsequently, based on these updated sets, 

the scheduler again performs the resource reconfiguration.  

The set TCN of the consolidation slots is built up on the 

basis of the average utilization of the currently turned-ON 

VMs adaptively. Resource consolidation is performed 

according to the following three considerations. 

1) Building consolidation slots based on average 

utilization  of VMs 

2) Diminishing static computing energy while turning off 

VM. 

3) Inducing latency while turning on a VM 

The main motive is to minimize the objective function 

with set of constraints. The average utilization coefficient is 

expressed. 
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E. Adaptive Scheduler Implementation 

A novel scheduler is developed for minimizing the energy 

consumption influenced by computing, networking and 

configuration costs on network fog centers that operate on 

end-to-end TCP/IP mobile energy constrained 

connections[10]. 

The following is the pseudo code for the proposed 

adaptive scheduler algorithm for efficient resource 

scheduling on Fog centers. 

Request rf::fog server request.  

Request rc:cloud server request  

CSi: Cloud service provider 

FS: Fog server   

FM: Fog manager.  

MTst:Processor utilization  Minimum time 

 Max_time: Maximum per processor time 

Ti: Threshold 

TT: Total task  

t1, t2, t3…..: Sub tasks.  

BEGIN 

FOR each request rf.  

   Send to nearest location FS  

      Process service request.  

         IF processor available  

         THEN  

           loads client result 

            & send response 

         ENDIF  

         IF not all processor available  

         THEN divide TT 

          TT=t1*t2*t3*……….tn.  

         ENDIF   

         IF FS has early state release 

         THEN  

           Pause for MTst  

           Load FS request  

         ENDIF  

IF processors failure occurs 

THEN propagate rf to CS  

ENDIF  

Calculate the threshold (Ti).  

IF TTi <= Max_time  

THEN Pause until processing  

ENDIF  

FOR every request rc.  

SEND to nearest CS 

PROCESS the service 

LOAD the result  

SEND acknowledgment to FM 

END  

The scheduler performs 

1) Dynamic load balancing 

2) Online job decomposition 

The model operates at the middleware layer and 

Software as a Service is the provided service mode. The fog 

center includes M servers with each physical server being 

equipped with a virtual machine manager and hosts multiple 

virtual machines. Input/output limited-capacity buffer 

controls the load dispatcher before and after cloud 

processing is done. 

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The energy savings of the projected adaptive resource 

controllable scheduler   alongside some of the corresponding 

modern schedulers like CoT scheduler, Lyapunov scheduler, 

NetDC scheduler and game-Theoretical scheduler were 

compared in relation to performance.. The target of this final 

results of numerical tests is to (numerically) estimate and 

compare the reductions in the average energy consumption 

of the computing plus intra-cloud communication energy 

induced by the VMs’ consolidation operations as well as the 

dynamic frequency scaling performed by the proposed 

adaptive resource scheduler.  

Even though the resulting static scheduler does not 

suffer by the reconfiguration costs arising from dynamic 

frequency scaling and consolidation, it results in 

overbooking of the computing resources .Hence, the typical 

intra-cloud communication-plus-computing energy 

consumption of the scheduler provides a standard for 

numerically evaluating the real energy savings by 

performing dynamic frequency scaling and VMs’ 

consolidation. 

This is indeed stimulated by the fact that current 

fog centers mainly make use of static number of machines 

that work on static resource provisioning, so that they can 

operate at the maximum processing rate to continuously 

offer the capability required for the changing workload 

conditions. 

The resulting implementation complexity can be 

defined using a re-iteration index n and operate more rapidly 

with respect to the interval time Ts. The total variables to be 

restructured at each slot linearly scales up with the number 

M of the on hand VMs. Total per-slot implementation 

complexity is of the order O(M). 

The resulting per slot execution time is restricted 

up to about 15 iteration periods. Local measurements are 

made by locally updating its task size and processing rate. 

Total per-slot execution complexity is of the order O(1). 

Figure 2 represents the evaluation based on input 

queue capacity of the admitted traffic and their 

corresponding energy consumption. 

 
Fig. 2: Evaluation of input traffic Vs Queue capacity 

The following figure 3 represents the energy 

consumption based on the input traffic on the number of 

per-virtual machine basis. 
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Fig. 3: Evaluation of input traffic Vs Energy consumed 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The processing time wasted by the data utilized in a 

vehicular cloud network was significantly diminished by the 

technique devised using the adaptive resource scheduler. 

The constraints on hard Quality of service guarantees were 

maintained. The proposed scheduler mainly operates on a 

layer such that it can perform adaptive administration of 

tasks, rates of computing and communication and reduce 

operation costs power constraints of the Network Fog 

centers.  

The proposed scheduler performed linkable 

adaptation of regulated traffic, delivered fitness value and 

performed resource scheduling for the dynamic nature of 

fog platforms related to vehicular TCP/IP setup. Finally, the 

main objective of saving energy on a vehicular cloud 

architecture that has compute intensive and delay oriented 

applications and need remote processing  was achieved 

using fog based adaptive scheduler.  

VII. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

This work can be stretched out in some directions of future 

scope. Live migration of VMs could be predicted for 

attaining added energy savings. All the migration techniques 

may well be evaluated on VMs with massive working set 

size in order to increase the efficiency of the existing 

schedulers and come up with another proficient migration 

technique to diminish huge downtime as well as application 

performance degradation. 

The flexibility of the TCP/IP-based adaptive 

scheduler could be enhanced by enabling priority queues. 

Modern applications could have multifaceted data delivery 

requirement. Supporting priority queues could aid these 

applications with their complex requests. Providing support 

for built-in priority queues in TCP/IP-based adaptive 

scheduler may possibly be a future scope for this work. 
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